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Cassidy
 
The Associated Students board of 
directors formally asked for A.S. 
president John "Tony" Anderson's resignation Wednesday, saying he has 
violated 18 constitutional and budget rules and disgraced his office. 
Anderson said he will review
 the board's demand before making a deci-
sion. 
"I would like these stipulations to be researched," he said. "And if I 
have violated anything, I will be the first
 to admit it." 
In the most serious charge, directors said Anderson pocketed $400 that 
should have gone to A.S.
 accounts. 
Before he took office last semester, Rick Spargo, A.S. vice 
president
 
said, Anderson took $200 in unauthorized funds from the A.S. legislative ac-
count to pay postage costs for a minority -group 
project
 Anderson was work-
ing 
on. 
Anderson was producing a book of minority resumes to be 
sold to pro-
spective employers for $25. 
Anderson sold 27 books for $675 and gave the legislative account $275  
$75 more than he withdrew  from the purchases. 
The checks for the books were sent directly to the A.S. office when they 
should have gone instead to the 
A.S. business office, Spargo said. 
Spargo said Anderson had the checks cashed in the business office and 
took the remaining $400 for his personal use. 
Anderson
 said after the Wednesday meeting that he will be consulting 
with an attorney and he has no plans to pay any money to the Associated Stu-
dents.
 
Anderson said he never intended to tie the project to the Associated Stu-
dents and said he does not owe any money to SJSU's student government. 
Instead, the Associated Students owes him $58 in postage costs, Ander-
son said. Anderson said he has calculations to prove
 his claim, but did not 
make them available Wednesday. 
Directors said that 
although  Anderson paid back more than he bor-
rowed, the remaining funds should go to A.S. because Anderson represented 
the resume book as an A.S.  project, used A.S. 
letterhead and represented 
himself as A.S. president. 
The board of directors never approved the project. 
Directors said they are contemplating a civil suit against Anderson if he 
does not repay the $400, Spargo 
said.  
The matter of the $400 will be turned over to the A.S. judiciary commit-
tee, which interprets the A.S. constitution, to determine if Anderson
 has vio-
lated A.S. rules, Spargo said. 
In the resolution asking for Anderson's resignation, directors also said 
Anderson gave 15 students free admission to a Feb. 9 Wednesday Night Cin-
ema with no prior approval. 
Anderson did not deny the charge before the packed
 A.S. board meeting, 
saying that he had planned to "reconcile everything" after the movie.' 
Dan Ross, A.S. program board chairman, who
 attended Wednesday's 




$1.75  per 
person 
movie. 
In the resolution, the board stated Anderson's 
actions  violated compli-
mentary ticket procedures because he did not receive prior authorization 
"The list of people to receive 
complimentary  tickets should be given to the 
Cashier by 2:00 p.m. the day ;di the event or 2:00 p.m., Friday for a week-
eend event," the 
resclution  states. 
Anderson  said he has reimbursed the A.S. business office for the 
cost.  
No 
other A.S. official agreed with Anderson. 
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 at a pawn shop. 
The  Versatel 
card
 was found in 
the
 San Jose Police
 Department 




today in the morning and partly  
cloudy throughout the day. There 
s also a 20 
percent chance of 
showers in the 
afternoon with 
westerly winds. Temperatures 
will





According to Lunsford, the card 
was found on Perez when 
he
 was ar-
rested on the heroin charge. 
The card had been in 
a purse 
that 
was  stolen from the  San 
Jose 
art building on Dec. 1,1982. 
Lunsford said that a two-month 
investigation 




court  date has been set. 
Lunsford added 
that if anyone 
believes  that their camera
 was the 
one that was





 who is in 









 against him by the A.S. board of 














 of money 
By Mike
 Holm 






dents' interests in Sacramento, is almost broke, according to Jeff Kaiser, 
CSSA chairman.
 
Al an association meeting 
Saturday at California State University
 Hay-
ward, Kaiser
 said CSSA does not even have 
enough money to order new let-
terhead. 
The problem  
stems largely from the failure 
of two member schools to 
pay their CSSA assessments, 
totalling  about 811.000. 
California State Polytechinc University Pomona has yet to pay its $4,851 
share of CSSA's annual budget. CSU Los Angeles has not paid the $6,622.50 it 
was assessed for the 1982-83 
school  year. 
Each of the 19 CSSA member campuses contributes to the organization 
according to the 
size  of its enrollment. 
SJSU is the 
fourth largest contributor to CSSA.
 This year's A.S. budget 
allocates $7,236 for the organization. 
CSU Pomona will be paying 
half its CSSA assessment soon,
 said Mark 






 elected not to 
pay its share until the 
findings of an A.S. 
committee  studying CSSA's 
policies  and positions on cer-








 itself with 
social
 
issues too much, 
neglecting
 
what the Associated 




importance  to 
California's  
students,
 he said. 
Hardwick
 said Pomona 
students
 were ot the 
opinion
 that CSSA spent 
too 
much time and 
effort  on draft 
registration
 and other 




 on student fee 




student  groups. 
He also 




 has heard is that
 the larger 
campuses, because
 of the size of 
their  financial 




 tend to dictate to the 
association. 
Hardwick was 
quick to point out that things have changed at CSSA since 
Kaiser took office. 
"I have to 
compliment  Jeff Kaiser for pulling it all together," he said. 
Though the Pomona CSSA committee has not completed its investiga-
tion.  Hardwick said so far the results were positive, and so A.S. Pomona had 
decided to pay half its assessment now. 
As 












 Los Angeles 
representative  to 
CSSA,
 said 
he does not expect his campus to move on their assessment until after their 
A.S. elections in two 
weeks.  
He said the current A.S. administration is not really interested in what 
CSSA is doing, but that he did expect a change in their position after new of-
ficers take 
over.  
CSSA's budget is short $14,928.27. 
Six 
other  schools have not paid their 
full 
share,  but discussion at 
the meeting indicated 
that the small shortfalls
 
from the 
others  were the result 
of
 differences in how the
 individual universi-
ties calculated 
their  contributions. 
Students 
for 












presence  of the 





 rather the presence
 of the university




































































"Basically  why 
people
 are enlisting 
















 it's even 
greater.  I would 
be quick to 
add  that I 
don't think the
 draft is a 
solution   so 
what
 you end up 
with 
when
 you have 

















the  entire thrust 
of
 the 
Ron'  program 
is 
academic
 in nature, and





"We are a viable
 part of the 
university," 




across  the 
country




active  duty 
officers.
 Soldiers 
don't  want 
war,




You  can't find a 
person more 
inter-






"Students  for 
Peace
 are not sitting




















things  as 
them








was  in the 
military
 and you can't
 wear fatigues 
off 
base," 







They're  doing 
military  training 
here,"  he said. 





cadet  training 




"The  training 
cadets  need to 
participate  in to 
get  commis-
sioned as 







 "The only 
restrictions  that 
apply  to fatigues 
off post is in 
places 
where  they serve 
alcohol
 He is ill-informed
 " 
Si talents for
 Peace also 
claim  
that racism is a 
problem
 in 




 and the 





blacks  are 
50 percent of the 
enlisted corps, 
while only 6 
percent
 of 
the officers corps, and 
ROTC provides 
75 





have  to say 
that this is institutional
 racism. In 
spite
 of their equal 
opportunity  programs, I don't think 
ROTC 
is dealing with this problem. Maybe they're making some 
in-
roads or efforts and 
I applaud that," he said. 
Froberg said that he did not feel it was necessary to ad-
dress specifically 
blacks in ROTC. 
"Why would that be an issue'?" Froberg asked. "Our pro-
gram 
here at 
SJSU  is 42 
percent minority.
 This is a high mi-
nority school, and of the officers
 that will be commissioned 
this spring. 32 percent are
 minorities." 
Dougherty and the Students for Peace also cite fraudulent 
amd misleading claims in recruitment
 advertising as far as 
job selection, and the selection of ROTC instructors are sub-
jects 
they
 would like to see investigated. 
Dougherty said that he has been to the ROTC offices in 
He said Students for Peace have not decided if they want to see 
the Ili ' program
 taken 
off
   
lower 
60s to lows in the mid 40s, 
that all the 
problems  of 
society  are 
magnified  in one 
place  
- . a c c o r d i n g
 to the National 
Weallwr
 tit.r 



























































































































seems to be 
trying to balance
 its budget on 
the 
































 career -oriented, presumably 
employed commuter
 students who make up 






 predictable apathy. 
Perhaps
 
they have better 
things
 to do with their time 
than 
quibble over a 
paltry $64. 
But students 
dependent  upon EDP, 
financial  aid, or 




 pressed to 
dig  up $64 
from funds strictly 
budgeted for the 
year.  
However,
 they too paid without
 making any 
noise. 
If the governor's budget is passed by the 
state, student fees will increase 
to $671 for 
the year. This 
move might deny minorities 
access to higher education because certain 
minorities such as blacks and hispanics tend 










 a Rally Feb. 9 to protest 
the surcharge, 
24,000 
students  were invited. A 





 Change, A.S. Director of 
California
 State Affairs met with 
Gov.  
Deukmejian Feb. 8 to express 
opposition to 
fees, she presented a 
petition  with 




have risen over 200 percent 
since 1981.
 Gov. Deukmejian 




Now may be the last 
chance  to take 
action.  
With real 





such  -- looming
 ahead, 
action 










recently  filed suit 
against the CSU 
system in  an effort to halt 
the escalating fee 
increases. San Jose State 
can 
make  such an 
effort
 also. 




Chancellor W. Ann 




 a step in the right 
direction.  
The willingness to accept
 rallying and 
petitioning  is not a lost 
hobby  of the sixties, 
but a vital step in the
 democratic process 
which will help those
 few active students who 
are willing to 
do
 the dirty work, by providing 
needed signatures and 
attendance.  
Those who only moan and groan should 
at least grumble louder. Maybe
 someone will 
hear them. 
As long as students lie back and pay the 
hills, CSU will continue to increase them. It's 
time for the lazy to get off their duffs before 
the 










 deaths often make the most compelling and 
interesting  news stories." This quote 
appeared
 in the 
Editor's Notebook in the Feb. 
8 Spartan Daily. 
Tragic
 death may be compelling and 
interesting  for 
the reporter, or the reader 
perhaps,
 but it is painful for 
the 
family of the deceased. Media attention only makes 
it worse
 for the  family 






autistic thirteen -year -old boy,
 who could not speak nor 
communicate
 with the world, read, 
or
 even tie his 
shoelaces,  and who
 wandered off the grounds 
of the 
rural slate hospital
 where he was being institutionalized.
 
He never came back. 
Nearly a day later, the grossly 
shorthanded  
facility's
 staff noticed he was missing.
 A search party 
probed
 through the cold October 
night with flashlights. 
to no 
avail. 
A few days later the National
 Guard searched with 
helicopters,  and bulletins 
were on every radio and
 T.V. 
station in the state 
in an effort to find a boy 
clothed  only 
in a sweatshirt.
 jeans, sneakers 
and a gold cap. 
The  
thermometer
 dipped below 
freezing  and the first 
snow  of 
the season fell that night. 
I found out my 
brother  had died on 
the radio, on 
nationwide television and on the front page 
of the 
newspaper. 
Alexander Bisson. 13, wandered 
into one of the 
swamps surrounding the desolate hospital and died of 
exposure. An off -duty policeman and his wife found the 
body while on 
a walk. 
In a period of grief, my family had constant 
reminders of our loss. Even though the stories were 
sensitive and compassionate, I 
had no way of escaping 
them. Friends, acquaintances, and strangers had to 
mention the incident every time they saw me. In a 
moment when I needed privacy 
and quiet, there was 
none.  
Death is news. And in a profession that reports and 
exploits death every day, reporters can become callous 
and jaded by the tragedies to which they are constantly 
exposed. They may forget that those who are hurt the 
most by tragedies are not the victims, but
 the survivors. 
I will never 
forget.  
The irony of my brother's short life is that the
 
tragedy and 
subsequent  nationwide news exposure 
focused attention on the substandard 




He became a 




 and the hospital 
received 




 took a needless 
death to draw 
media attention
 to a problem 
that  had existed 
for  years. 
If the 
plight  of the state 
hospital had 











 of what is 
newsworthy  to 
value 
the  constant 
tragedies  of 





 of  death, 
reporters  can 








































































decade  about 
reduced  
visibility
 through their 
telescopes  
because of 
the "sky glow" 
such 
bulbs cause. 








 ago to 
convert its street 
lighting to low-
pressure 
sodium  bulbs. These lights 
have proven to 
operate
 to to 15 
percent 
more
 efficiently than the 
high pressure 
type;  installation 




 estimated project cost 
of 8452,222,
 Mr. Orbach 
needs  to 
clarify
 how the new bulbs "will save 
money in the long run." The 
further
 
deterioration of observatory 
research programs must also be 
addressed.  













am saddened by the 
statement 
in "Dining Commons loses money on 
meal plan" 
that
 the Dining Com-
mons must prepare the same 
amount
 of food, now that 38 percent 




 when all residents 
were on the 15 -meal









Although  Mr. 
Woodward
 may 
not be able 
to
 predict the exact 
amount of 
sales, he should 
be able to 
predict








needs  to keep 












the  kind of food 
served,  the 
days
 of the week,







If he errs enough
 
money to 
buy  a meal in 
a restaurant, 





free  ticket. 
This 
problem 






















manage  to 
turn
 a profit  
based  on 
uncertain  
sales  and 


















am writing in 
response  to Ms. 
Robin Williams'
















 in all its 
assertive 
glory, typifies













bring  about the
 changes it 
desires,
 it will 
have  to do so 
in a 
world occupied by a very large 
number of men. Some kind of 
tactful  
negotiation will be required if any of 
these changes 
are to become truly 




I believe that 
men, in general, are sensitive 
enough, and mature -minded enough, 
to 
understand
 the need for such 
change, and to involve themselves in 
implementing it. 
But men do not take any 
moi  
kindly to 
being  stereotyped tha 
women do. Enter Ms. Williams, wh. 
sees the 
feminist
 cause as 
justification
 for attacking men as 
the "eager buyers" of "mastur 




take great offense to. 
Congratulations Ms. 
Williams,  you 
have 
managed  to spout exactly the 
kind of bigoted, 
stereotypical  gar-
bage you accuse the publishers of 


















 from its 




































































































































































Mondale.  I 
like his face. 
!don't know,! 
just like him. I 
really  don't 
know what 
he














Reagan  I 
think he's 








 somewhat it 
takes that to 




























about  the 
candidates.
 If I 
made  a 
























































































encouraged them to 
black athletes 
























blacks you will receive a 




week to a 
spirtual 
charge.  













 to advance for- 
















you are absolutely hun-
lished
 yourself
 to come 














 of the 
players are 














Reagan a racist," Ed -
"The  
time




said.  "He doesn't 
we are running
 out 
of it," SJSU 
student
 and instruc-
 give a damn about people. 
he added. 
tor, visited
 SJSU as part of He was 
voted  into office by 
Edwards opened his African 
Awareness  Month, people who thought Rea -
talk with a 
message












heard  the 
saying, "money 
talks," right? Well, 








there, and CSU 
students 
statewide, are 
fuming over the $64 fee in-
crease. Their checks
 reflect their attitude. 
Many of the checks
 have comments 
such  as "increased fees again," "rip-off," 
and "for Duke's
 mansion" written on them. 
  
 
It seems that students at California 
State University, Fullerton prefer their 
"Lemonade"
 pink rather than yellow. 
Before the semester started, the mod-
ern art object. "Lemonade," originally yel-
low was painted  pink. 
Reported as being worth $10,000, "Lem-
onade" will apparently remain an object of 
ridicule  and pink indefinitely.
 
   
Students at the





















































 in 1966. 














































































Courtesy  of 
Randy 
Wahl, 
dentist  and 
UCLA 
fan, Valois
 has a 






   
Ever feel 
that your 
creative  flair was
 
wasted?  




versity,  San 
Louis 
Obispo,
 had a 
chance  to 
put their




department  of 
public 
safety 
sponsored  a logo






























































































































































































































-like  sound. 
Because
 






 each oxide 
particleeach
 musical detailonto the tape.
 So 
music  





















cassette  is 












 precise tape 
alignment.
 Housing 



















II, mail us 















































 places and he 
cer-






















































 to help the man in 
the road
 because he 
thought about what 
might  
happen to the 
poor man if 
he did not, 
but now people 
must think "if I 
don't  help 
my
 suffering 
brothers  and 
sisters what will happen to 
me because of what
 hap-
pens to them?" Edwards 
said.  
Edwards warned ev-
eryone listening to avoid 
people that urge you to 
drop out 
of the fight to 













 to do. 
but 
get 
involved."  he 
said 
Edwards finished his 
speech by saying, "I wish 
you all love,
 faith, hope and 
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445 feet of 
guided  
missile




hazards and non-stop 
traffic of one
 of the 
world's 
busiest  ports. 
But you'll dock
 
safely. Because you 
know your equipment. 
You know your men. And even when the 
responsibility weighs
 in at 3,600 tons.., 
you're ready. 
After 4 years of college, you're 
ready for more responsibility than most 
civilian jobs offer. Navy officers get the 
kind of job and responsibility they want,  
and they get it sooner. 
Navy officers are part of the manage-
ment team after 16 weeks. Instead of boot 
camp, officer candidates r 
receive four months 
of leadership training. 
It's professional school-
ing designed to sharpen 
their technical and 
management  skills. 
Then,  in their first 
assignment, Navy 
officers get manage -
ment 
experience  that 
could 
take 











































analysis.  In 
graduate  
school

































 pay. After 
four 




promotions and pay in-
creases,
 the salary is 
up
 
to as much as 
$31,000 
If you qualify to 
be an officer in the 
Navy,  chances
 are you 
have what
 it takes to 
succeed. The Navy
 just 
makes it happen faster. 
NAVY OPPORTUNITY 
INFORMATION CENTER 
P.O. Bon 5000. Clifton. 
;J
 ;27015 
.. I'd rather have 
responsibility  sooner.  
Tell 
me more 
about  the Navy's 
officer program. 
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Ai adenui Senate (277-2471)
 
Information































a re ti. 5 p m 
iWednesday
 








 e materials to assist
 stu-
dents in exploring 
c areer options (Job 











Student Activities and 
Services (277-
2187) 
Services this department includes 
Are 
1)10.a bled Student Services 
(277-2971)  
leisure Serv lc es (277-2971) 






Spartan Pub, in 
front  of Music Building 
















 to 1230 
a m Saturday.
 i losed 
Sunday
 































m Saturday,  





Corporation  Yard 
Corp.  
Building 
Duncan  Halt OH 
Dudley 
Moorehead  Mall UMH 
Dwight
 Bente! Hall DOH 
(crntinurng
 [du.
 ation (277-2182) Open 
a ni to 5pm 













KS'S 41 7 FM 
room  202 (277-2776) Re-
quest  line 
13277'2766)  
IsSIS Radio





( annuls I niiirstern
















Itournis. all. (177 151
 
41 
Health  Building HI 
Slitsn, es.




















 er t ), pharmacy
 
(mini-
intim  SO 
cents.









disease information and 
treatment, 


















































































Street  Parking 
(South)
 Garage 



























































































 7 10 am
























































































 to 1 a m Saturday,
 noon
 to 











binding  and 
off -set 
printing





























Music Room,  
upper level 
Lounge  area 
with 
varied  music 
listening










for students is 
offered at 
the A S Business








Hall (Education  
Building) SH 









Open 8 a m 
to 10 pm 
Monday -Thurs-
day, 8 a m to 
S p m Friday, 10 a m to 5 

































Registration procedures, room 110 (277-
2124) 
International Admissions, room 103 
(277-2127)
 









































































































Erie's  Swiss 





























255  N 
First St (at 
Julian









Open  for 
lunch  11 




























 11 30 























476  5 
First







bar  Prices 
moderate -high
 Open 10 

















































Full bar Prices 
moderate
-high  Open for 
lunch
 11 a in 
to 1 pm, dinner 
5-10 pm.Monday-





















Family  Steak 
House,  151 W 
Santa 
Clara St (at San 
Pedro Street). 
293-8380 Beer and wine 
Prices  moder-
ate Open 11 
am to 8 p
 
or 
M o n d a y .
 



















Open  7 10 
no







Fulipia, 174 5 First St (at San Carlos 







































































Employer  Parking 




11 10 a 
on to 2 
p m 
Monday  Friday, 
din-
ner 






























 154 E Santa 
Clara  St . 286-
9710 trench 
Open for lunch
 11 10 a or 
Tuesday







 Loaf, 31 E Santa 
Clara St (at First Street),  294-4849 Sea-
food Full bar Prices 
moderate Open 
for lunch 11 a or to 3 p m 
Monday
-Fri-
day,  lounge open 11 
am
 to 9 pm.  
Happy Hour 4-7 p
 
or (free hors 
d'oevres1  





bar  Prices moderate 















 Street), 298-7222 Seafood 
Full bar Prices moderate -high Open 11 
am.to 






Saturday, to 9 p
 
or
 Sunday lounge 
opens 11 a
 




or. (reduced drink prices, free hors 
d'oevres) 








Original loe's, 301 S First 
St
 (at San Car 














President Gail Fullerton 1277-34561  
Academic Vice President Hobert
 W Burns (277-2177). 
Fxecutive Vice President I 
Handel f vans (277-1451(  



















 ampus,12116-040 I) 
Career Planning and Placement (277-2277)
 
F Inarmal 







































Spartan Daily Newsroom (277-3181) 


















and Services (277-2187). 
Tickets 
Theatre Arts (277-2761) 
Athletic s (277-3241) 
Traffic Management  (277-38431
 
Off -Campus numbers 
Day Care Ref rural
 Service (299-3868) 
Driver's License information (277-1301) 
Greyhound Bus Lines 
(297-8890)
 
Medical Services referral,  
to find a doctor (998-5700), 
dentist (2554040). optometrist (297.2020) 
Mote, Vehicle Registration (277-1305) 
PC&F
 (288-2161) Requires  380 deposit for service connection 
Planned Parenthood (287-75261 
Postal Service Information (275-7570) 




for campus phone numbers not listed or more information on campus -related ac 
tivities and
 services,  call the 5.1.1,
 
Information  
























































































24  Deadline for withdrawing front the 
University with no course entry on 
per-
manent record last day to submit for 
Academic Renewal Last day to register 
without 
petition  
25* Experts will talk 
about non -flying ca-
reers in the aeronautics 
industry The 
talk will
 be held in the AB 
Structures 
Lab at 4 10 p m 




Career Planning and 
Placement  Center 
 
last


















 next to 




























There  will he a 
reggae 
review in the


























Mar  1  
Priority 
filing 






will  he 




































 m to 3 
p m 
 Deadline for 
registration  for the March
 
test date for the Wrifing 
Workshop  













































































 Parking lone    
Miscellaneous
 
Parking: Parking at 
the North and 
South student
 garages is 50 cents the 
best times
 to park is before 
8 d 111 The 
busiest time is betweeen 9 
a m and 11 
am
 After 


































 of each month














 area is 
bordered







on the south, 
12th  Street on the 
west 
and 17th 





 and 12th 
streets are 
also in this 
permit  parking 
area
 
Bus Lines: There are 
21





S(SU  within a quarter -
mile,
 or closer, to 




the  campus.  
San  Carlos Street
 




Fourth  Street 
lines 
83 and 87, 
San  Fernando 
Street 
lines 63. 65 
and 81. Bus 










 in a day). 
To find 
out which 
bus to take 
to





Schedules  and 
information  are also
 









 passes are 
available at the
 A S 
Business Office 
Clubs, organizations:
 To find a cam-
pus club











 the Old Cafeteria






































seven  days 














 Light Phones 
Phones  marked by blue lights are 
placed  throughout the campus. It 
will  put you 
in immediate 
contact
 with the University Police Department
 you may use these  
phones to request escort
 service, ask directions or report












phone receiver off the 


















 will directly 


































General University Police 


























 102 S Market
 St 
sainte 
Claire).  292-0274 Conti 
full bar Prices moderate
-high  
10 p m daily. 
toll 30 p m on 
nights lounge open 11 30 am 
m 
Happy Hour 4 10-7 30 p m 





 520 E 
lora St (at 12th Street), 294-2558 
ntalltalian Full bar Prices 
'Turn 









 and tie 
suggested  
' Saloon and 
Restaurant,
 163 W 
lara St 
(in San Pedro Square). 
II 
Sandwiches/steaks/lasagna  





nment  Thursday 










Starting  in 
March 














































walking  di, 
dude Bon Apetit Cale 
on
 Paseo 


















 95 S 





292-8731  Prices 
low Open 5 
30 
a m 
to 9 pm Monday 




























Third  Street), 
279-9180. 
Prices low 
Open 7 a.m to 









King,  66 
Almaden






 7  
am to 9 p.m 
daily   
lack -In -the -Box, 1481 San Carlos St (at 
Fourth Street), 
998-9148  Prices low 
Open 7 a 
m to 2 a m Sunday -Wednes-
day. to 
3 a m Thursday, to 4 
a m Friday -
Saturday
 
Sandwich  Shops 
Togo's Eatery, 316 1 
William  St (at 
Eighth 
Street).  297-1132 Beer 
Prices 
low Open 10 30 am
 to 10 pm Mon-





















Beer  and 
wine Prices low 


























Beer  and wine 
Prices
 low Open 
630 am to 10 
pm 














80 E San 







low  Open 8 
























 low Open 





































 Happy Hour 3 
to
 7 p m 
(free  hors 
d'oevres)  
Disco  and 
live 
bands  9 p m ' 
Burger 
House,  388 
F Santa 
Clara  St (be-
tween  E 










to 8 pm 
Monday
-Saturday, 10 a m 





































Prices  low 
moderate
 Open 9 
a m to 9 p m 
daily 
8es1  ( 111111,1. I I 
md To Go. 
i., Chaco 
Sir Wiener,
 400 W San 
Carlos  St . 295 
4267 
Hot dogs and 
Chinese  food 
Open
 
9 )0a m 






 348 E 











































S Second St (at
 Santa 
Clara Street). 297-6370
 Beer Prices loss 
moderate 



















 Mexican fast 
iood
 Beer Prices low 






















Burrito,  155 W San 
Fernando
 




 Prices low Open 8 30 
m to 6 30pm Monday -Friday 
El Charro,
 799 5 First St . 292-3710 Mex 
u 
an
 beer Open 11 
am







































347  S. First 
Street  
(at
 San Carlos 
Street),  297-1136 
Italian 
Beer and 
wine  Prices 
moderate  Open 





 4 p m 










$5 small pizza. $11
 large Open 
11 a m to 1 30 
a m Monday
-Saturday,  2 
mm (01.30
 a m. Sunday 
Dtirdonto  PI/ id. 510 S Tenth St (at Wit-
ham Street I. 







 11 a m 
to 








Delivery   
Armadillo  Pizza, 
1201 San 
Carlos








 Open 11 
am to 
1 a m 
Sunday
-Thursday,


















































pm Saturday. closed Sunday 
Hillis Printing 
Co 38 S Fourth St 
(at 
Santa 
Clara  St (.2942636
 
Kinko's Copiers, 4831 San 
Carlos St 1,11 
lenth Street). 295-5511 
Kinko's Copiers,




ma (at Third 
Street),  
295-4336
























Open 8 a 















 9 a (11 to 




































11 30 p m 






 1 Santa 









191 1 Santa 
Clara
 St (at  





Co.op,  518 S 
Tenth  St (at 
William Street) 294 
4636 
7-Eleyen 








 404 S Sixth St (at San Salvador Street. 
291-7160 
 284 5 11th St (at San Carlos Street). 
292-9105
 
 Santa Clara and 10th streets. 298-0208 






 Courthouse and 
Building,  San 
Carlos Street (Still
 under construction 
) 
Post 
Office,  149 
Paseo  de San 
Antonio 
(at Second
 Street) Open 
9 a m to 5 10 























 Hall, 801 




Council  meets 
1 40 
pm and 













 82 S 
Almaden  
Ave  (at Post 
Street)  Fare 
and  schedule 






Carroll and Bishop Newsstand, 
7(1
 F 






 b a m 
to 9 p m 
Monday
-Fri 


















Recscle Book Store, 138 F Santa Clara 
St (at
 Fourth
 Street). 286-6275 
Open  10 




 130 S 





















 to 5 
p m 
Sunday  
San lose Book 
Store, 82 S Second 
St (at 
Santa Clara 
Street).  44641590 







































-r- tv 144 
f - s 
1 
2 
3 4 5 
6 7 8 
9 
10 


























 I nglish 
Placement  





 "First Year 
Teachers 
Report
 Bar k. -
panelists
 






































3 4 5 " 
8 9 10 
11







 24 25 26 27 
28 
29 30 31 
May 2  
Farliest
 deadline to apply 
for 
August and December graduation 



























 the school dean 
under 
which the 
department  and courses
 are 
listed  (permitted  only











approval of the 
department  chairperson

































Spartan  Daily 



















 to Fresno State? 
The 
1981-82 Bulldogs 




in sight on their
 way to the 
league
 





season record of 
27-3,  and 13-1
 in 
the  Pacific 
Coast 
Athletic  Association, the 
Bulldogs were blessed
 
with a No. 10 final
 ranking by UPI and No. 11 
by AP. 









an average of only 47.1 points per game. 
This season the Bulldogs, 5-7 in the league and
 14-9 
overall are stuck in the middle of the
 PCAA, right behind 
the 
6-7 Spartans. Why? 
Fresno coach Boyd Grant cites lack
 of consistency 
as the biggest reason. Fresno lost seven players from 
last year's championship team and 
only
 one senior will 
be in the starting lineup when the Bulldogs invade Civic 
Auditorium 
tonight at 8. 
"We're a completely different team," Grant
 said. 
"Three of the players we lost had started for me for four 
years."  
Not only have the loss of players hurt Fresno,  but 
Grant's 
squad  has been plagued by illness and injury 
throughout the season. Three Bulldogs were out of 
practice at one time or another this week. 
Starting forward Ron Anderson
 has bronchitis and 
practiced 
for just 35 minutes Tuesday. Forward 
Desi 
Barmore has a chipped 
big toe and won't be starting.
 
Guard Mitch Arnold has an infection. 
"In my six 
years here." Grant said, 
"this  is the first 
one  with injury problems. 
"It's 
not an excuse," he added. 
"but it's one reason 
for the inconsistency. It's 
hard to practice without a full 
team." 
But Fresno State 
will  be ready to go when 
they  






















Feb.  6 










with a 63-50 
trouncing. 
"That 
was  our 
best






very  well 
and
 I hope 
we





 do that 









per  game. 
"Chris is 
one  of the 
best players






 -- he's 
good  outside,
 
handles  the 
ball
 well and is 
good  inside, 






 stop him," 
he added, 




 and what he 
likes to do 
and  adjust from 
there."  
And doing















the  home 
team boosters.
 
Numbers  are 
scarce  when it 





rooters  will 
actually
 be here, 
but Grant





into the act, 
buying  up tickets 
and waging an 


















Fan,  is 161, 
which
 includes 40 seats
 behind the 
Fresno 
State  bench and 
five
 percent of the 
Civic seats. 
"But
 we have no way of 
knowing how many 
tickets 
found their way 




 has been 






 will be sold  
at the door for 
the general 










By Mike McGuire 
The Spartan 




Friday, handing the Bulldogs a 36-4 loss. SJSU 
also  
managed to break the dual meet 




The Spartans will head to Long 
Beach for the PCAA 
conference championships
 to be held this Friday. 
Fresno
 State was only able 
to win one match the 
whole  
evening. SJSU's 
Pat  Huyck, a 167
-pounder,
 lost to the 
Bulldogs' Sylvester Carver 
by a score of 14-5. Head coach 
T.J. Kerr said 
that Huyck stayed 
with  Carver the whole 
time and did a good 
job. Kerr said Carver
 could possibly 
be one of the best athletes he has
 ever seen. 
Even
 though the score 
shows  a convincing 
victory,  
Kerr said that 
scores
 in wrestling don't
 always reflect the 
closeness of the match. 
"They 
have  a good team," 
Kerr said. "but 
we're  a 
little bit better 
down  the line, so 
the
 team score is not
 
really indicitive of the match." 
John Mitt 
lestead,  a 134
-pounder,
 started off slow 
in his 
match  with John Vega, 
but  came on to win 13-5. 
"The Fresno
 coach was  pretty
 high on their 134
-
pounder,"
 Kerr said, -who
 was pretty tough for
 the first 
round, but John
 came on in the second 
and  broke it open." 
Kerr 
also said that junior Al 
Perez 
1261
 did a very 
good job against Bulldog Cliff 
Gosse, beating Gosse 10-2. 
Sophomore 
Dave Ciprian ( 118 ) beat 
Abric  Libley 5-3 
in a match that had nostalgic
 overtones for both wrestlers.
 
According
 to Kerr, the two have an old high 
school  rivalry 
that has carried on into college. 
"Perez 
dominated  his guy." Kerr said. "He was very 
intense this week in practice." 
Freshman Darryl Pope dominated
 Gene Allison at 158 
pounds, winning the match 9-3. Kerr said that Pope 
has 
continued to improve through the season. 
Heavyweight Jerry 
Morrison, junior, pinned 
Tom 
Neville with only 1:09
 elapsed in the match. 
"Jerry's  on a roll right now," Kerr said. 
"It's taken 
him a long time to round himself 
into
 shape and to work on 
his 
technique,  but he has rounded himself out at the right 
time of the year," Kerr added with a laugh, in 
reference to 
the upcoming 
conference  championships. 
Kerr has decided on the team that will go to the PCAA 
championships
 at  long Beach tomorrow. 
The team 
will 































Kerr said that it was 
hard to pick the team, 
especially  
when he had to 







 ( 177 ). 
"That  was a tough 
choice,"
 Kerr said. "They 
both 
deserve to 




Jones  will be forced










it comes to 
post
-season 
matches,"  Kerr 
said. Pope 
and Jones 
will make the trip 
in order to get a 




 is to place as many





 that if they 
place  as many 
as 
they 
can, the team 
championship
 will follow. 
"Utah  State will 
probably
 be the team 
to
 beat," Kerr 
said, 
"but  we're not 
too  concerned 





 will be. 
"We're  just trying 
to
 keep the intensity
 at the same 
level that  
it
 has been for the 











































































































































vailey Fair Center 365 










VF M F 9-9 Sot 9 -5 30 





bringing  her season 
high  up 
to 32.15 from
 her previous 
31.40. 







 to the 
Lady 
















 breaking its 
all-time
 high 
score.  The 
Gophers'  
record  is 
177 
points, only












































windy  conditions 
last
 Monday, the 
Lady Spartan
 golf team scraped
 out a team total 
326,  good 
enough for 
fourth place after the




Invitational.  But as the 
weather improved, 
the 
Spartan  golfers' scores
 got worse. 
SJSU 
finished  the 
tournament
 with a team 
total 967, 
placing seventh
 behind Arizona with 
931.  Stanford 950, 
International University
 951, UCLA 952, Arizona 
State 954, 
and BYU 962. 
Winds of 40 miles per 
hour  turned the greens into 
hard. slick surfaces
 while the rest of the course 
remained  
wet after
 heavy rains earlier in the 
week.  The com-
bination of 
mushy  fairways and difficult -to -hold greens 
turned the 
normally  tame Randolph 
National
 Golf Course 
into a severe test 
Despite 
the tough conditions,
 junior Spartan 
Amy 
Ellertson
 played her way
 to the first round
 lead with  a 
one -over -par 74.
 and the Spartans




But  under warm, 
still  skies Tuesday 





followed  her 
masterful first round
 with scores of 



















































































































































































































 ars lbw  2.4 Week Sieben  
fel  UMW %male 
the 



















 Gale said. 
"She  experienced
 what it is to 
lead a 
golf 
tournament,  and 
the
 next time she 
is in that position
 
she sould 
come  out of it a little 
better.  
"I 
think Amy is 
going  lobe an 
outstanding  player 






 number 13 
ranking
 will not suffer 
despite  
the high score, 
because
 the NCAA throws




 However there 
is now 
pressure  forthe team 
to perform well in 
all  its remaining 
tournaments,
 according to Gale. The





 hurt us in that we now 
have one less 
tournament where we can afford to 
play poorly," he said. ' 
The team will be up 
against
 the toughest field it wilt 
face all year when
 it hosts this week's Lady 
Spartan  In,. 
vitational at Fort Ord's Bayonet
 course. In the field are 
seven teams which 
competed in last year's 
NCAA.  
Championship Tournament, 
including last year's NCAA 
and MAW champions.





















SELECTED NORTH FACE 
SKIWEAR
 





FACE 100% COTTON 1 NECKS 
$1495 $1195 









 100% WOOL SHE I 
LAND










































WAITED  TO 
STOCK 
ON 












Cost is about 








































































programs  on 
US
 A.:Named COUlles 
also 
Hurry. 
II lalteS a SDI of Imo to motto
 on atrontornonts 
SPRING  
SEMESTER Fob 1 Juno  



















 Grand Rapids, 
Michigan  49506 







Spartan Daily  Page / 
Thursday.























































































The Greg Kihn Concert 
is scheduled for 8 p.m. to-
night at Morris Daily Audi-
torium. Admission 
to the 
performance, presented by 
Associated Students of 
SJSU, is $7.50. For more in-
formation, call 947-9200. 
   
Meet 
and eat with Rich 
Williams of the 
Street  Min-
isteries from noon to 1:30 
today 
at
 Jonah's Wail, San 
Carlos and S. Tenth St. For 
further 
information about 
this Campus Christian Cen-





   
"Career Strategies in 
Accounting and Finance" 
will be the topic of a talk 
presented by the Financial 
Management 
Association  
at 4:30 p.m. today in the 
S.U. Almaden
 Room. 
   




 meet from 
5 to 6:30 
p.m. today in the 
S.U. Guadalupe
































































































































(Good All Semester) 




plus parts if needed 
Otter good
 for: 
Pre-11171111.0. ell Map 40.0 131.0 
1011400.  
Se.00110110














































































































































'ED To LeloRE THE 
Lift fiteN 














orl 116 ... 




















































 Parks ...roes 
wokler  






64 95 Ala*. 15261 Soboy 
Rd
 
Saratoga Ca 95070 
BEER MAKERS. Lowe., prices 
in the 
Bay Area. Convenient location 




nd Co 2 Sys... Bulk 




end  9.11 tern. 
Boegonnefs Beer Not makes 9 gallons 
14 .0.1 933 95 BeermaNers 01 
Amon. 1040 N 
4th Sr 288 
8647 San Jose. CA 96112 
CASH FOR YOUR books and re 
cord., Recycle Books and Re 
cords 
138 Eost Sont Clara be 
tv.en 3rd and 4th Sts 
Open 7 




y0111 used books and records 
Please call tor buying 
hours  286 
8275
 
T INVOLVED, Become  volunteer
 
orionletion le.der tor
 SJSU sum 
met orientaloon Apply by Feb 25 
e t Student Peograrns old cal. 
bldg
 
RECEIVE A FREE FACIAL well Mary 







e nd professional neke up tips Cell 





WANTED  SPERM DONORS Need all 
...lines especially Middle 
E 00000 n ...story Los Olovos 
Morlical Clonc Call 356 0431 
WORSHIP AT 
CAMPUS  Christian Cen 
teo Sundt. Lutheran 10 
45e  m 
Cothokc
 4 00 end
 
































1971 PORSCHE 914 




























































World Call for 
Ovid.





 1 rep. 
plumber 2 
painter










5 or oil of the above For span 
men. 
new campus 
17 per hour 
Csa Don 295 7438  
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING  student 
Some drawong

















ASSISTANT Peft.me 400 
end 
evenings Must like wool.,rg  






OVERSEAS JOBS Sumner year 
round Europe S Amer Aust. 
Ii. Asoe All bolds 
1500 51200 
monthly Sightseoing Free info 
Wrote 
1JC  Box 
52
 CA 38 
Corona 
Del MN CA 
92625  
SUMMER JOBS National Pork Co  
21 parks 5000 openings Co., 
pieta information 65 00 Pork 
Re
 
port Missoon Mtn Co 661 2nd 
Ave W N Kalispell
 MT 59901  
WANT A PRIVATE TUTOR for Cyb S 




WANTED Engineering or electronics 
stud.,
 eroperionc0 on P C B on 
work and desogn C A D oe mantel 
Prole. is  singleboord corn 
puler I Cosh poesible 
Contact
 
Joe 415-493 2501 
HOUSING  
NEED FEMALE to share 
new 4 bd nest 
Eve... 
182mo 174 
4410 or 238 
0899.1,0,
 5prn 







 shoe. 3 
bd ern condo Frpl000l garage 
etc 5mo from SJS 1200rno Need 
by Meech 5 Lawrence 226 1336  
ROOMS FOR 




St $185 ono 
plus 
ideates








 to sr.. 
 2 bed 1 
both  apt en Saratoga 
Moor.  $190 
my











only No pets For.
 end 101 plus 
1100 011 Immo
 whine and 
leun
 
dry  room 452 5 
3rd Cal1 
Pat 
295 7438  
THE
 HACIENDA INN end San
 Jose 
Flies 
00. Club Coed 
spacious fur 
netted 
rooms  Weekly,.,.. $60 
to *90 Unlit Pd leen le house 
keeping sory Off sow parking 
laundry 101111.0 2 blocks horn 
SJSU 202 IL 234 S 1101 In 
quire 122 Nor. 




BASEBALL  CARDS 
Wanted Will
 buy 
collection*  See 
Dr
 Log. in Bum
 
nese 





with infer.e wife 
wen. single
 or 0.4.0 Cau. 
w
an woman 10 carry thew 
ched 
Willing to pay medical  snd ree
 
some. *sponse. to 
...as.  
mother  Conception to be by 
arid!
 
ceb inseminotion All answers con 




Reply to P0 
00. 9932, Son Jogs 96157 




 I'd like too.. to 
yOu 
HAPPY 211 BIRTHDAY SID. You.,.. 
groat fruind end thanks for being 
around 
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE companion 
form  close relotionshep weth  
h
ondicepped







 Been el 
298 2308  
LOSE WEIGHT NATURALLY Feeil 
good too Ask me how. 
Phyllis  
14081377
 7128  
MARRIAGE CEREMONIES Sem. 
Ineudful  no blood.. Stm lo 
cense provided Anyplace  Min 
,stet
 287 9163  
PROFESSIONAL
 MALE on 20's non 
smoker  looking for 
place to 00 
Would lik to be in the company of 
tun lovong
 partying preferably le 







8214eve 721 310740 
SERVICES
 
BECAUSE OF YOUR FANSTASTIC RE 
SPONSE I em repoonng my of. 
Bare ot alio 
Stop ...a was 
lye 
tweeneng or using 
Chemical 
Depeolories Let me 
perommentlY
 
remove, your unwantod hate (chin 
bilioni tummy 
moustache.  etcl 
15% decount 
io studonts ond fec 
ulty Call beton. 
Ju.  1 1983 end 
goi your Is, appl et 




R E HAIR 
TODAY GONE 
TOMORROW  1645 
S Bascom Ave 
Ste  C Campbell 
CA
 







1 303 30prn  
BULIMIA 'BINGE PUROEI 
If
 you have 
 woth 
periods  of uncon 
trolled 










urn approach to 
pernenent  weight 
lose ernphasiro. 









non Joon 293 
5805 Inear cam 
pool 




Enroll  now' Save your tee. 
and 




office  or phone 371 8811  
DISC JOCKEY with
 radio experience 
will 







Low Fades too' SJSU graduate 
tel
 








 abOul it with peers end 
proles..0e1s
 Coll Health Ser.. 
277 2222 






*don  223 277 2966 
OUT THERE
 RECORDING STUDIOS 
Stinnway 7 
It 
B 3 Prophet 
5 JO: Rock 
Expert  
mental Orqpnel
 muse evallable tor 





























only  $7 50 
Phone  258 1589 
eve. xv0k 
lends





















598 F. 569 
Lon  549 PS4 
739
 Auetrabo 591
 N Zoaland 
530 
Hong  Kong 
655 
Toky0  556. 
Plus
 reel   
so 10s. Arti. 
Tours 
sod much more, 
CaNrcome  
in 
Council  Travel 










CULTURES  OF 
NEPAL A 3 
week 
tour May 1 21. 
1983 12 
023 
include.  Name 






































































































TYPING  Semoic 
Award nronnong iypist for speed 
e nd 0curecy Rego...red Moses 
typo. for SJSU Greduat School 





thesis proposals, resumes let 
to. etc Gusnentood
 deadline and 
quock turn around I look forward 
to working with you this some.. 
10 mm n 








































those moons produced on word 
processor Clow 10 campus All 
formats end APA From 12 00 
double spaced pape 923 3901  
PROFEF3IONAL STENO TYPING 
SERVICE /Sward winning lypost 
lest
 occur.. xperiencod de 
pander. RoasonsIble rate. W111 
correct spelbna and gran.. Cas 
seIre
 tape or.nocription servoces 
evadable Call 
Linde.,
 264 4504 
SANTA CLARA
 SECRETARIAL Word 
proceoeinp typing
 CO 
Yerrn papers re... 
1092 Scon 
lcorner ol Scott 
Elontonl 984 2268 

























 San Jose 
9 
 rn to 9 p 
m el 227 
9525  










Mary  916 
1346
 

















service 2911 2067  











 111 Gee. resumes' 
Cambrian  1.0 area nue Good 
Sam  
HOepdel
 Coll Pat st 366 2085  





helve 10 yea.. 





























 I ustort, re 
Sumas 












 B. no 
cm at 286 9448 
WORDSWORTH
 fa. and 
rtibehle  
Word Procossing services 
tor  oe 
polls thesis en Letrer quably 






edema owl correction 
MoilMerge  
lacer, to send mourners to multiple 
ponies Compo,  pickup and del. 
my
 mead.. 


































































 I All lesoesi 
51,0es







$70  oo 
Mon 
rams 












































San Jose Sune LInmesoe 
100,14 
San Jose Caroms 95191 




























The Women's Center will present a 
slide show about 
violence against women in 
pornography  at noon today in 
the 
Student  
Union  Almaden  Room. 
The
 show is simi liar to the one that 
the group showed 
bookstore managers 
in
 December of 1981 while 
attempt-
ing to have all pornographic 
material  banned from the 
store, said Karen 





Images  of Women in Mass
 Media and Por-
nography" is a show that 
talks about the connection 
be-
tween  pornography
 and violence, 
Hester  said. 
"It 




a joke out of 
rape 
and
 battery and how 
rape  and battery are 
on a dramatic 
increase in our 
society,"  she said. 
The slide 
show was produced by 
a San Francisco or-
ganization  called Women 
Against  Violence in Pornogra-
phy 
and Media. 
The show is an "educational
 
outreach tool"
 used to in-
form people about 
the  extent
 of violence 
against  women 
and children 
in society, said Janet










 and children less than dangerous." 
Walkup 
said 
Seeing  the 
show is 

















because  of the 
controversy 
over the 
removal  of 
porno-
graphic  








has  been 
involved
 with the 
per-
manent 












has  now been 






removed  from 
the 
bookstore, 
according  to 
Bookstore
 Manager 
Ron  Duval. 
Most  of the 
responses
 to the issue 
in the Spartan 
Daily  
has been 
totally  lacking 
in the knowledge




Hester  said. 
"We want to 




see what images 
of pornography 





 off on tangents











Duval  said 
he





 by some of the





 the torture 
of people in sex acts, but 
added,
 "in parts of it I felt






TERRA  CE 
CAMPBELLS 






















































NO COVER CHARGE Tues - 
Thurs  
The 




OPEN TUES THRU SAT 














 said he did not 
think the movie 
was al-
ways fair










 he said. 
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By Mark Sweeny 
Joe West Hall residents have 
mixed
 reactions about 
the 









Jones  said. 
"They are too bright. I am seriously 
thinking
 of pulling 
them out of the sockets because I 
don't 











 it easier 
for 
him  to 
study.  
West Hall
 was the 
first  
dormitory






lights.  This is part of 










will  have 
fluorescent  
lights installed by April
 19. 
The
 cost of this 
project
 will be 
$56,000
 and expendi-
























 power of 
eight  candles 
on
 desk tops 
while  the 
fluorescent
 lights 
have the power equivalency






 that since 
ultraviolet 
rays  are 
emitted  











of the radiation and 
personally.  I'm 
neurotic 
as it is. I don't need
 this now." 
There is 
no evidence to 
prove  that
 ultraviolet rays 
harm the eye's 
retina, according to San Jose optome-
trist Dr. T. Ulanday. 
However, he added that
 employees of Duro, which 
manufactures  fluorescent lights in 
Chicago, have com-
plained of eye irritation. He said that
 studies are being 
currently conducted to determine if this irritation is 
caused by fluorescent lights. 





sunglasses  can relieve
 the discomfort. 
Many students also are complaining about the 
ap-
pearance of 
the  fluorescent lights. 
"Since they are white, they make the place look like 
a prison,"
 Todd Tanner, business administration junior, 
said. 
He added he 
has  put color pieces of plastic to change 
the white 
lighting  to more pleasing
 colors. 
Robyn 
Elder.  recreation therapy junior, said 
that 
she likes 
the light but for reasons
 that were not men-
tioned
 by PG & E 
officials. 
"The fluorescents
 are good for 
my
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campus March 17 
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director  in 
charge
 




 Greben will 
al-
ternate weeks
 to give ad-
vice in "a 






divorce to traffic 
tick-
















and Charles K. 
Chase.
 
At the end of 
the se-
mester, the A.S.
















well, it will ask for bids 
from 
attorneys who want 
to offer the service and ac-
cept the best bid, Doying 
said. 
The attorneys advise 
students in resolving a 
case and 
whether  it is 
worth going to trial. 
They also review docu-




They often refer a case 
to another lawyer who may 
be 
able
 to provide better 




versed in every aspect of 
the law," he said. 
"If we feel
 that they 
need more legal 
service, 
we refer them to various 








from which they may want 




 to say 
'here's a name,
 go to 
them,' "Steingart said. "If 
it doesn't 
work
 out, they 




 or Greben 
may, however, take a case 
















 15 minutes is no 
longer free. 
Doying  said the pi 
gram began well 
on fin 
day. 
Counseling went 15 
minutes late, and seven 
cases were handled. Doy-
ing said. Only one student 
missed



















































SAN  JOSE 
286-6275 
band, according to Cam 
Roberson, pub entertainer 
director. 
Lead singer Linda Bi-
anchi is well known
 in the 
Bay Area and has 
per-
formed the National An-





4 to 7 p.m., Pub guests can 
listen to 
Paul
 Blote, a  pub -
playing veteran. Blote per-
forms with guitar and
 a 
tape
 recorder with pre -
taped music to create a ful-
ler sound, Roberson said. 
his
 music is easy listening, 
lolk-rock
 type music. 
Friday




This will be Skydancer's 
15th engagement in the 
Pub, says Skydancer mem-
ber Don Andrews. 
"Basically we play be-
bop jazz and or blues, and 
fusion like Dizzy Gillespie, 
Charlie Parker and the 
likes," Andrews said. 
The five -piece band, 
all previous students at 




Andrews said Sky -
dancer have been working 
with recording some self -
written material that is 
part of a science fiction 
musical. 
This is something 
the band has been working 
on for a long time and some 
of this material
 can be 
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have  opportunities 
for extra income, imme-
diate management exper-
ience 













your last two 
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 don't want to say 
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wild  time 
when
 you add 
the  
great
 taste of Two 
Fingers..
 and this 
wild 
Two Fingers 





preference  and 
size
 (men's 
style  S.M.L or 
women's
 French 
cut S.M.L) along 



























"What  kind 
of
 music is 
that?"  tasked
 George 
after  he 
started up 
the car. We 
had just 




 and he 
was giving 
me a ride 
home to 
Sun-
nyvale.  The 
tape
 deck in 













 for the 
tape  deck. 
"No. don't
 do that," 
I said. "I 













music. It had 
obviously 




he drove along 
280, he explained















created the odd 
distortions and 
bending, 
twisting sounds on the tape. 
We 
both  benefitted 
from
 the experience.
 George I for 
once) got
 to share a part
 of his musical 
interests with 
someone,
 and I learned 
about an artist and 
a musical style 
I had not 
known of before. 




 the American 
ear is trained 
to listen to 
music
 as something 
that
 must serve a 
function. It is 
meant to help the 
listener exercise, 
dance,  wake up with 
an alarm 
clock/radio),  and 
hide from the 
world  ( with a 
Walkman). It is 
also used to soothe
 the masses --in 
elevators,
 shopping malls 
and  while on "hold" 
on the 
phone. 
As a result 
of such a utilitarian 
view, the average 
person may 
miss out on a lot of 
music. Much like the
 
people  who have 
reacted
 negatively to 
George's  syn-
thesizer tape, 
we dislike music if it 
demands  attention 
from us. 
Music  is meant to 
serve
 us, we think; to 
please  
us, to fill some of 
our psychological needs.
 How can it do 
so if it demands our
 attention with strange 




that  demands notice 
often
 turns out to be 
the best kind, the 
kind that stimulates our 
intellect.  
The point is: be open to new 
kinds and forms of music, 
as well as 
new  forms in other arts. If 
you
 should decide 
after a 
couple
 of listening 
sessions
 that you don't like
 the 
music --fine. Just be 
open-minded enough to 
listen the first 
time 
without
 making quick 
judgements.  
Who knows? 


















Time for a couple 
of
 just -released silly books. The
 
first, from 
Vintage  Books, is titled Lonely in 
Baltimore.  
The book is a collection of 
interesting
 personal ads from 
newspapers  across the 







favorite color is plaid, 
and I'm so emotional I cry
 at card 
tricks. Looking
 for bright attractive lady.
 
FORMER NUN (or one 
planning  on leaving religious
 
life) sought by man





financially  secure. Object
 
marriage. 
Sound like anyone you know? 
The second silly entry 




 Raising. Well, let Dell explain: 
Forty-eight
 pages of pure Americana, 
Frog Raising 
was originally published 
during  the Depression by Albert 
Broel.  
an
 ambitious enterpreuner, who hoped
 to pad his 
pockets through a frog
-canning  scheme. The pithy
 advice 
supplied in Frog 
Raising remains 
invaluable  today. 
Broel...supplies 
everything  you ever 
needed
 to know 
about how to start a frog pond 
in your own back yard, how 
to feed 
and raise frogs to healthy 
adulthood, and how to 
prepare frogs for 
shipping  to eager consumers
 across the 
country.
 
Listed uses for the 
mighty  frog include frog 
key rings 
and 
pocketbooks,  frog skin shoes
 and frog glue. 
I 
wonder
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the  "home pieta" paintings in Ron Lee's studio. Other works by Lee we on display at the 
San Jose 
All Center on Second
 St. 
Ron Lee: 




a surplus food 
store, in a warehouse dis-
trict in San Jose, you will 
find an unlikely work space 
for several artists. To get 
to their studios, you have to 
climb 30 rickety, dimly
-lit 
wooden steps that wind up 
into this one-time
 cannery. 
If it is late 
at night, the 
spaces
 will be busya 
painter in one,
 a sculptor in 
another,
 dancers at 
the 
building's 
far end..  
In one studio 
will be 
artist Ron Lee, 37, possibly 
bouncing a basketball, 
waiting for his half -fin-
ished painting to "say 
something"  to him. 
Asked if he 
would  call 
himself an eccentric, Lee 
gasped, "No!" A second of 
silence. A grin. What 
he 
does "probably is eccen-
tric to some extent,"
 he 
said. 
After a long talk with 
Lee, it seems he is right on 
both counts. He's a noo-ec-
centric who dos a lot of ec-
centric things.
 
Lee,  who holds a mas-
ter's degree in art from 
SJSU, dances to 
Motown or 
Reggae
 music while he 
works. Sometimes he 
squares up to a 
cut  out 
homeplate he has, hitting 
imaginary baseballs into 
paintings that have him 
stumped . . . paintings that 
























is different, too. 
He 







that is a 
painted 























San Jose Art Center. 
Although he 
adds






ments that are 
obviously  





was  an under-
graduate, I was looking for 
an imagery









anything  . 
. 
I turned to these
 pushpins 
that you see on bulletin 
boards . . . I did paintings 
of huge 
pushpins  over land-
scapes like Lake Tahoe! .. 
. I'm 
laughing now, but I 




to me,  'Why did you use 
this color?' I 
answered, 
'Because I felt 
like it.' " 
That 





body in the class. 
"It was a 
good answer, 
because that's exactly 




felt like it." 





hind them is not. He 
paints,  
not for 
the  people who 
will  
see them, hut for
 himself. 
"If I paint the floor and 
decide it's 
real  good and 
frame it, everyboy may 
look and wonder what mo-
tivates somebody to do 
that,"
 Lee said. "Or they'll 
think 'Gee, I can do that,' 
because it looks like paint 
just thrown around." 
Anybody could do it,  
too, he added, "but the dif-
ference is whether the per-
son really wants to, and be-
lieves in what he's doing." 
Lee is an artist, he said, be-
cause of his belief that he 
is. 
"My 





























eral disabled students to 
SJSU, isn't concerned with 
success, he is. But not if  it 
means changing his work. 
"My brother 
wants  me 
to do an 
eagle. . . An 
eagle!" said an exasper-
ated Lee. 
"Another  friend 
wants me to do a pair
 of 
lips for her 
bedroom!  
"I have the hardest 
time
 when someboy
 says to 
me, 'I want you to do this,'.
 
..




 it difficult to relate 
to abstract art," he said. 
But he 
believes there are 
people out there that do 





yet,"  he said 







Is his work selling 
comparatively  well? 
"No," he answered. 
"my work
 is selling corn 
pa rat lively terribly." 
Lee isn't discouraged 
however. He hopes to con-
tinue
 showing and would 





As far as Lee's eccen 
tricities 
. . His dancing 
ball bouncing and play -bat 
ling are 
often  ways to keep 
warm in an unheated stu 
dio.
 And his obsession
 with 
homeplates 
comes from d 







































Nite  Special 
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All 
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Lewis  and the News 
and the Greg Kihn
 Band 
are
 off to the Sixth 
Annual  Bay Area 
Music  ( Bammie) 
Awards 
Tuesday night at 




 be performing at the 
event, along 
with Eddie Money, 
Tommy Tutone, Romeo
 Void and other 
Bay Area bands. 
Kihn,  winner of last year's 
Musician of the Year and 
Best Song
 ("The Breakup Song" 
Bammies, has been 
nominated for this
 year's Best Album 
( "Kihntinued" ), 
Best Song ("Every
 Love Song"), and Best 




 Greg Douglass, 
Steve  Wright and 
Larry I,ynch have been 
nominated in the Best 
Guitarist,  
Best 
Bassist,  and Best Drummer 
categories, respectively. 
Lewis and 
company  have also been 
nominated  for a 
few Bammies, including 










 Male Vocalist, Chris 
Hayes for Best 
Guitarist,  
and Mario Cippolina as Best
 Bassist. 
Other Bammie nominations: 
Best Group  
Jefferson







Lewis and the News, Grateful Dead and Journey. 
Best Album  Santana 
("Shango"  ), Sammy Hagar 
("Standing  Hampton"),
 Huey Lewis and
 the News 
("Picture
 This"), Eddie Money
 ( "No Control" ), and
 Greg 
Kihn Band ( 
"Kihntinued"  ). 
Best  Song -- Steel 
Breeze ("You Don't
 Want Me 
Anymore"),
 Jefferson Starship 
("Be My Lady"), 
Eddie  
Money 
("Shakin"t,  Greg Kihn 
Band  ("Every Love 
Song"), and 
Tommy  Tutone ("867-5309/Jenny"). 
Best Male Vocalist 
-- Eddie Money, Huey
 Lewis, 
Bobby McFerrin, Steve 
Perry  (Journey), and Greg 
Kihn.  
Best Female Vocalist  
Tane
 Cain, Grace Slick 
(Jefferson Starship),
 Debora lyall (Romeo 
Void), Bonnie 
Hayes and Holly Near. 
Best Debut Album"Bobby McFerrin,"
 Translator 
( "Heartbeats and 
Triggers"),
 "Steel Breeze," Bonnie 
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 Kihn can't afford to 
look
 over his shoulder. 
Alter eight years 
of
 paying penance to radio's and 
record buyers  misfounded 
expectations  and precon-
ceived notions, he has finally hit the big time. 
1981's  "RocKihnRoll" album and its breakthrough 
single "The Breakup Song," finally succeeded in putting 
Greg Kihn on the musical
 map for those living outside of 
Northern  California. 
Now Kihn 
faces a much greater challenge than simply 
catching the passing fancy of the record -buying and 
concert -going set. 
The all-important followup albums will decide if 
Kihn's moment in 
the sun is extended for any length of 
time. Will it be shades of "the sound remains 
the  same" 
like followup efforts by Styx and Journey or will he risk 
his new-found popularity
 and forge a distinctive new 
sound? 
Greg Kihn believes that his latest offering, "Kihn-
spiracy," has accomplished the latter, and if preliminary 
sales and airplay are valid 
indicators,
 it would appear 
that he has avoided the "followup blues." 
Talking to Kihn, one receives little
 of the star -status 
posturing  and ego-flexing common to people suddenly 
tossed into the limelight. One sees only a common man 
with an uncommon goal --to Rock 
and Roll with all his 
might. 
"I just want to play music and I want to be around in 
10 or 20 years, and the only reason 
somebody  like me will 
survive that long is to become like a Pete Townshend," he 
said in between sips from a 
bottled
 Budweiser. "Some 
people never peak. Some people peak all the time. Some 
people only peak once." 
Kihn had agreed to a phone interview, but when a 
phone number mix-up resulted
 in Greg phoning a local 
real estate company instead, he offered to talk to me in 
person at the
 Catalyst in Santa Cruz before hitting the 
stage for a midnight performance. 
The interview quarters turned out to be 
an enlarged 
bathroom with two small couches and a chair. 
Initially. Kihn 
seemed to be a bit distracted and 
preoccupied, which seemed 
understandable,  considering 
that
 in 30 minutes he would be out on the 
edge
 of the club 
stage, imploring the 
surf -city audience to join in on the 
musical fury he was producing for their 
pleasure.  
It took only a brief 
mention  of "Kihnspiracy," 
however, to 
propel him into a vibrant and talkative mood. 
"It's better than "Kihntinued" ( the
 album  after 
'RocKihnRoll')" he said. "I think
 the song writing is 
better and I think
 the guitar work is better now that Greg 
 
Douglass (formerly of the Steve Miller
 Band) is in the 
band. There's a lot of slide guitar. I think there's more 
continuity from song to song. 
"This is a more accessible album. 'Accessible'
 is an 
old term they used to 
use  in rock journalism in the 60s. It 
means easier to get into." 
Kihn's face 
had taken on a look of animated 
pride  and 
passion. His Berkeley -bought 
rainbow
 Vans had begun to 
quiver with nervous 
interest.  The subject was his music, 
and Kihn's conversational blood was flowing. 
"This kind of band exists in spite 
of
 its fame," he 
mused. "The fame 
is not good for some bands. My guys 
just wanna play music. They're like crazed chipmunks 
and they have to play." 
Gone was the boyish 
charm and wry grin that one is 
accustomed to seeing from Kihn on stage. He 
is
 a battle -
scarred veteran of the
 rock and roll wars, who has trodden 
the ephemeral waters of professional music for most 
of 
his adult 
life. It has taken those battles -- most of them 
defeats, in terms of commercial popularity -- 
to give 
Kihn his revamped attitude. 
"I'm trying to 
be
 an artist," he said. "It's a personal 
thing. I've gone through every phase you 
can  go through. 
Right now I feel real content that I can still play and still 
have my band after 
eight  years. That's a miracle. 
"In the past year my whole personality has changed.
 
It's neither optimism nor pessimism. It's a zen-like 
nonchalance." 
"I don't fight against
 things like I used to. I've learned 
how to blend in and direct things rather than go 
against  
the grain. It's like musical aikido." 
Kihn 
is acutely aware of the dangers and pitfalls 
lurking between the grooves for newly 
platinum rockers 
such as himself. 
"Sanity is the occupational hazard in rock and 
roll.  
More bands break up because of the 
mental
 aspect than 
the business." 
Kihn was no less animated in discussing music -biz 
anecdotes. I wanted to know about
 the Springsteen con-
nection, and how 
Kihn  had come to record the Boss -
penned  song, "Rendevous." 
"He gave it 
to me at the Sunset Marquis Hotel, by the 
pool," Kihn smiled. "The same
 pool that Van Heflin died 
in. Its down in Hollywood. It was 
the pool that Van was 
found floating 
in. I remember that 
part of the con-
versation. According to 
Bruce, a lot of people died
 in that 
pool over the years. 
"He liked 
the way we did 'For 
You,'  on our second 
album. He showed up at a 
gig  where we were playing and 
we all said 
goodnight and went back 
to our hotel. The 
same hotel. One thing led 
to
 another and a cassette came 
in the mail from 
Bruce's manager 
Jon  Landau. I went 
to 
Winterland, backstage,
 after he played, to get
 the lyrics, 
and  he scribbled 
out the words on an 
envelope. And I lost
 
it. Like, can 
you imagine 
losing  that?" 
Kihn is candid 




play clubs. I'm 
here  (at the 
Catalyst)
 tonight. 
We play the Cow 
Palace, and I've 
been  advised by 
everybody to only 
play big concerts 
and to have a big 
attitude 
about  where I play, and I 
tell them all to stick it. 
I 
wanna  play. It's Saturday
 fucking night and 
I'm  playing. 
And it doesn't 
have to be the Cow 
Palace. In fact, I'm 
gonna get off tonight 
more than at the Cow 
Palace, to  tell 
you the truth." 
Naturally, 
at about the time it 
seemed that Kihn 
was  
really loosening 
up, his manager burst
 through the door, 
ordering him to 
wrap things up. 
Showtime
 in ten minutes,
 
he said. 
Immediately  Kihn's 
thin  body stiffened 





 glare. I 
asked  him 
another
 question, 
and  sat quietly 
for
 a reply that 
would  
never come. 
I thanked him 
for the interview,
 but by 
then
 he was 
already 
halfway  out the 
door,  his mind and 
emotions in a 








  he was 
with them 
now,
 and reality 




of no use 






 all he 
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getting  to 
play. 
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not  that 
great,  
but
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00-5800  tor an album only to 
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Huey Lewis
 (center, sitting) and 
the News come to SJSU Saturday. 
Lewis was born 
and raised in 
Mann county. From 
there he 
went  away to a 
private  high school 
in New Jer-
sey. 
"After that, I hitchhiked
 for a year in 
Europe  and 
took  a harmonica 
because it fit 




eight to ten hours





 play the instrument




band  started. 
"We have so many
 good soloists that I 
haven't been 
playing it. I like 
it
 a lot and! play 
it
 for oher people."
 
Upon
 his return to the 
states  he attended 
Cornell  Uni-
versity
 for two years.
 At the end of 
two years Lewis 
dropped out, but
 he was already with 
a local band. 
Even 




Lewis  said, "I can't 
even
 plug in my amp. 
I just totally 
turned off to it. 
About this time I was
 getting home sick 
for 
California,  so I came 
back and joined 
Clover."  
Clover 
played  together for 
five years. In 
that
 time, 
Shawn  Harper, 
Clover's  keyboard 
player  and now 
with  
the
 News, backed Elvis
 Costello on his first
 album. Lewis 
maintains 
a great deal of 




know  him, we're 
acquaintances.  I wouldn't 
say I 
was his best pal or 
anything, but I know 
him. I think he's 
the best




one of the best. 
I love his songs." 
Lewis
 has been influenced
 by early rhythm 
and blues 
artists like 
Marvin  Gaye, Wilson 






-half  years ago Lewis 
was asked to form 
a jam 
session in a Bay Area
 nightclub. He pulled
 together 
a few friends 
 some from the late 
Clover
-and formed a 
band. The new act was
 dubbed Huey Lewis 
and  the News. 
CHINESE 
RESTAURANT 























The band suffered 12 years in the
 Bay Area night club 
scene before they made a hit. 
Lewis thinks
 "Do you believe in love?" 
"certainaly  
made inroads that 
we
 wouldn't have had otherwise, but
 
it's only a hit after all, and a 
hit is not the final analysis. 
You 
have  to emerge as a band, but it 
was  a big break." 
Musically, 
Lewis  believes his band certainly holds its 
ground.
 Each of the members are equal
 in talent, and he 
said "We are really a band. 




thinks his music is an art 
as
 well as a form of 
entertainment. "It's sort 
of
 both things, truthfully. In a lot 
of 
ways  I think it's mainly entertainment. 
I like to make it 
so it's not totally without 
substance.  In that sense, art is 
trying to 
get your point of view across.
 It probably is  art." 
The band 
is "just about finished" 
with their third 
album. Lewis said it 
would  be a similar style 
to
 the second 
album,
 but better. "The sound 
is a little less pop, and a 
little more rock and roll -y." 
After playing in the Bay 
Area
 for so many years, 
Lewis and
 the News know it well. He feels it holds a lot of 
talent, but scenes everywhere aren't 
what  they used to be. 
The good aspect of the Bay Area is 
its acceptance of origi-
nal material. In many 
areas it isn't wasy to do 
original 
material, he added. 
The band itself is doing 
isolated  concerts. Presently, 
they will play in Los Angeles, at the Bammies in San 
Francisco, in Alaska 
and,  on Feb. 26, at SJSU. 
"It's going to be fun," Lewis
 said, "I've played in a 
place like your ballroom. It 
was really scary. The whole 
place bounced up 
and  down. Oh well, it will be the 
acid 
test for the new 
floor.  ( laughing) 
Tickets for the Lewis
 Concert are $4 in advance or $5 
at the door, and can be bought at the




















































By Larry Hooper 
Anal
 








































































Thursday night, the Cabaret, 370 
S.
 Saratoga Ave., 
plays new wave videos and records.
 Not all videos, but 
enough. 
Veejay  Melvin J. 
said  he waits until 
the place fills up 
to 
play  all videos. 
"This place really
 starts jumpin' 
around  eleven," he 
said. "We 
even get people 
coming down from 
San 
Francisco."  
People come down 
from San Francisco to San Jose for 
a night club. Not bad, huh? 
Not bad, Melvin, but
 not great. The music selection is 
great:
 Adam Ant, Duran Duran,
 Culture Club, 
Bananarama,
 Haircut 100 and, yes, Dexy's
 Midnight 
Runners.. the list goes on. 
Melvin  has it all on record, and 
a 
lot of it on video. Cool, Melvin. 
It's the 
club I have problems with.
 O.K., so the place 
plays new wave 
videos,
 but does that make 
it a new wave 
club? 
The club 
is in San Jose, but 
it's
 nearly in Saratoga. 
New wave and Saratoga 
don't  mix, but right in the 
middle
 
of a shoping 
center in the heart of 
Suburbia,  U.S.A. sits the
 
Cabaret.  Not cool, Melvin. 
But Melvin dues play
 the Psychedelic Furs. 
The  inside is pretty bad. The
 walls have mirrors all 
over
 the place 
and there 
is
 even a 










 $2 to get 
in. 
The place is 
really huge, 
too. I've never




The  good 
new
 wave 










 and too 
run down.









 does play 






they're  all down 
on the floor," 
Melvin said. 
"Everybody 
has  a good time here. I've got a 
Master's 
in psychology
 from San Jose State
 and I'm 36 years old
 


















 bakin' in the 
sun...  
O.K., Melvin, not






By Carrie Hagen 
At one 




an S and M video tape: 
"There's no plot. It just 
goes on like 
that for an 
hour." He could have been 
talking about the film he 
was in, 
except that 
"Videodrome" goes on like 






gore -monger David 
Cronenberg.
 Cronenberg's 
last offering was "Scan-





directs these movies, if you 
can call it 
that.  tri ac-
tuality, there is never a plot 
and most of the 
direction  
involves having the actors 
react to the special
 effects. 
I 





 was. It 
may be better if I didn't say 
anything. I don't 
want to 
encourage
 you to waste 
your money. But maybe I 
can convince you not to  try. 
So go ahead, ask me. 
Ask me 







a man named 
Max Renn 
who




There  was 















turns  out 
that  she's 





also  the had 
guys 
who may not be bad
 
and the other bad guys 
who 
are definitely bad. 
Then again,
 they may 
be hallucinations too. 
The 
problem is that









 also some 
kind of mumbo -jumbo 
about 
taking over people's 
minds through the 
television airwaves. All 
straight out of a 1950s 
science fiction movie. 
Even more stereotyped 
is the mad scientist (or is 
he?)
 and his daughter: 
Brian and Bianca 
O'Blivion. Yeah, you read 
it right. 




 played by James 
Woods, is your typical low-




 stick his hand in 
his stomach several times 
and watch a 
gun  grow into 
his arm.
 Wood has done 
better in previous roles, 
to 
say  the least. 
Deborah
 Harry, for-













The other characters 
aren't 






















































 out all 






















Even if the special 
effects had 
been  good, they 
would have been nothing 
without plot.
 
I didn't expect 
Shakespeare, but even if 
we knew who the good guys 
and who the bad guys were, 
it would 
have been all 
right. A 
good
 revenge tale 




boils down to is a film 
which showcases graphic 
sex and violence. Why it 
didn't 
receive  an X rating 
is beyond me. If you're into 
this sort of thing, this 
movie is probably right up 
your alley.





























 WITH AL) 
Max
 (James Woods)
 is terrified by a 
'Dose Up' 




 of Deborah 
Harry,  former lead







































 STEREO  
971-1050 
Hours:
 M -F 9.7 























chestra -- Andor Toth, 
-- conductor, 8 p.m. 
Sat, 
Dinkelspiel Auditorium, 
 Stanford University. 
Fabulous February -- A-
nn
 ua I charity show,
 
featuring
 the Garden City 
Chorus, The 






others -- 8 p.m 
Fri -Sat, 
Flint 
Center,  De Anza 
College. Cupertino. 
Tom Jones  8:30 p.m 
Today
-Fri. 7 and 10:30 
p.m. 
Sat,
 9:30 p.m. Sun. Circle 
Star Theater, 
1717 In-
dustrial Road, San Carlos 
The Alma 
Trio  -- 8:15 
p.m.  Fri, First 
United 
Methodist  Church. 625 
Hamilton Ave.




 Music Society 
of
 





































Minor  by 





















































































Art  League 
Rental 
Gallery  31 W. 







 City Hall  
sixth  
floor reception
 area and 
council
 offices, 801 N. 
First 
St. -- "30 
Statements by 
San Jose Art League 
Ar-
tists." through March 31. 
San Jose 
Museum 







Powers,  through March 
3; 
"Artists 



























































































Union  Gallery -- SJSU 
Student Union -- Works 
on 
paper and 
canvas  by 
Bonnie Cook, Gratia 
Dolph,  
Therese 
May,  Valerie 







recent works by Lynn 
Ilershntan, through 
Fri.  
Los Gatos Museum -- West 
Main St. at Tait Ave., Los 
Gatos -- Watercolors, ac-
rylics, prints, oils and 
drawings by Bob Newick, 
through March 11. 
Circle Gallery. Ltd. -- 236 
El Paseo De Saratoga, 
Saratoga and Campbell 
avenues -- "An Exaltation 
of Beasts,"





Phoenix  Gallery -- 2293 
Lincoln Ave 
-- silkscreens 
and graphics by Jerry 




Park, Park and Naglee --
Paintings 
by Ethel 
Calvello, through March 
27. 
Santa 

















Gallery -- 456 W. Olive 
Ave., Sunnyvale -- 
Paint-




Gallery -- 140 W. 
San Carlos
 St. -- Prints 




 through March 30. 
Reception 



















































































Code  in Effect 
No faded or torn learn, tom sneaken,
 






more  information at 
(408)  2952430
 
Amadeus  starring John 
Wood and Mark Hamill --
8 p.m. today, 8:30 p.m. 
Fri, 2:30 and 8:30 p.m. Sat, 
and 3 p.m. Sun; 
Golden  
Gate Theater, Golden Gate 
and 
Taylor at Market St., 
San Francisco I 
415-775-
(t8W ) . Ends Sun. 
 vsmaimmla 
Brighton
 Beach Memoirs - 
- 8 p.m. today, 8:30 p.m. 
Fri, 2:30 
and  8:30 p.m. Sat 
and 2:30 p.m. Sun:
 Curran 
Theater, 445 Geary St.. San 
Francisco (415-673-4400). 
Ends March 12. 
The King and 1  starring 
Yul Brynner -- 8 p.m. 
today and Fri, 2 and 8 p.m. 
Sat, 2 and 7:30 p.m. Sun 
and 8 p.m. Tue and Wed, 
Orpheum
 Theater, 1192 
Market St., San Francisco 
( 




servatory Theater, Geary 
Theater, 
415 Geary St.. San 
Francisco -- 8:30 p.m. Fri 
and 
Sat, 8 p.m. Wed ( 415-
673-6440 ). 
Ends  March 8. 
Uncle
 Vanya  American 
Conservatory Theater, 
Geary Theater,
 415 Geary 
St., San Francisco -- 8 
p.m. today, 2:30 p.m. Sat, 8 
p.m. Mon and Tue
 ( 415-673-
6440). Ends March 8. 
Cat on a 
Hot Tin Roof  
TheaterWest -- 
8 p.m. Fri 
and Sat and 
2 p.m. Sun, Old 
Town 
Theater,  50 
University Ave., Los Gatos 
( 395-5434). Ends March
 5. 
The Shadow Box -- San 
Jose Repertory Company - 
- preview, 8 p.m.
 today; 
premiere, 8 p.m. Fri and 
Sat and 2 and 7 p.m. Sun, 
Montgomery Theater, San 
Carlos and 
Market  streets 
( 294-7572). Ends Sun. 
Say Goodnight. Gracie --
Nor t hside Theater
 
Company of San Jose -- 8 
p.m. Fri -Sat. (Hinder 
Theater. 848 E. William 
St.  
(279-1139). Ends March 5. 
ABC Liquors 
324 E. Santa Clara 
Budweiser  
Beer 









































































































Alto -- 260 
California Ave.,
 Palo Alto 
( 
415-324-1402
 ) -- 
Today:  
Bonnie
 klayes and 
the Wild 
Combo, 
Mannequin.  Fri: 
Jay 



























Works -- 87 
N. 
San 












Revere  and the 




 Saloon -- 163W.
 
San Carlos St. 
(295-2430) --












 -- Today: 
Ren-
egade,  Bet You 
Will Laugh 




Saloon -- 15 N. Santa
 Cruz 
Ave., 






















 (247-0552) -- To-



































 will be mostly cloudy 
today with ughi 
rain this 




 the upper 









 Keith Hodgin 
IHow  




























































said  the 
lions, and 
will  not 
just 






























case  could 
easily 1 
gether  

























































































the  issue 
is 
resolved,
 the 
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